FY2021

by the numbers

>$300M
Facilitated the highest amount of aggregate licensing revenue at Penn in PCI’s history

>$815M
Funds raised by Penn-affiliated startups, the most ever

142
The most patents ever issued to Penn and its faculty inventors in one year

connecting

Positive Momentum
126 PCI press highlights
31 events hosted

accelerating

Fostering Relationship
50+ partnering meetings with major corporations

Pennovation Center
70+ resident companies

commercializing

R&D Alliances
>130M received for industry Sponsored Research Agreements

Patents
734 patent applications filed

Startup Companies
21 PCI-facilitated Penn spinouts

Agreements
746 executed commercial agreements

PCI

Facilitated the highest amount of aggregate licensing revenue at Penn in PCI’s history.

Funds raised by Penn-affiliated startups, the most ever.

The most patents ever issued to Penn and its faculty inventors in one year.

PCI - Facilitated the highest amount of aggregate licensing revenue at Penn in PCI’s history.

PCI - Funds raised by Penn-affiliated startups, the most ever.

PCI - The most patents ever issued to Penn and its faculty inventors in one year.